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Last Class

I We learned about how we might be able to model the
production of health through use of the standard Neoclassical
Production Function.

I We discussed “Flat-of-the-Curve” Medicine and two studies
that argue that we are not at the flat-of-the-curve in the U.S.

I Now we will move in the direction of understanding a
individual agent’s demand for health.



How to Model Demand for Health

The model has four parts:

1. Utility: Happiness derived from consumption of health and
consumption of “home goods.”

2. Budget Constraint: The consumer can only afford so much.
Additionally, the consumer must exhaust all of her income.

3. Time Constraint: The consumer is constraint by time, in that
she has a limited amount to devote to labor, leisure, and
investment.

4. Production Function: The consumer turns health inputs into
health outputs.



Recall the Health Production Function



Technological Progress



Utility

I Consumers gain utility, or happiness from the consumption of
goods or services.

I Indifference curves show how much of one good a consumer is
willing to give up in order to gain an additional unit of
another good.

I Recall that the Marginal Rate of Substitution, or the MRS, is
a mathematical tool that captures this tradeoff.

I The MRS is the negative slope of the indifference curve



Assumptions of Indifference Curves

1. Completeness and Rankability
I Consumers can compare bundles of goods and rank them

2. Local-Nonsatiation
I More is better than less

3. Transitivity
I Imposes a logical consistency on rankings

4. Convexity
I Averages are preferred to extremes



Health Indifference Curves



Budget Constraint



Budget Constraint



The Optimal Bundle



Putting Everything Together

I Wagstaff (1986): The Four Quadrant Model

I We can graphically depict the consumer’s optimal choice of
health consumption and consumption of other enjoyments of
life, call them home goods.

I Understand that this is a graphical depiction of a constrained
optimization problem with which you are all familiar: The
Consumer’s Utility Maximization Problem.

I The consumer seeks to maximize utility subject to some
budget constraint and some health production process.



Putting Everything Together















Next Class

I We will more formally introduce the Model of Health Demand

I Grossman (1972)


